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Abstract
The compositional mechanisms involved in the comprehension and creation of concepts is of much interest to the communities studying
Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence. Nevertheless, comprehension has been largely studied while the creation or production
of novel concepts has been somewhat forgotten. We present a model for concept generation using a well known lexical ontology —
WordNet — along with the results of our experiments that evaluate the creative characteristics of the generated concepts. We also
explain how these ideas may be applied to other areas of research, namely to Information Retrieval systems.

1. Introduction

Large-scale ontologies are necessarily incomplete,
whether due to designer oversight or the dynamic nature
of the domain being ontologized. For example, WordNet
(Miller et al., 1990) is an ontology that represents a syn-
chronic snapshot of the English lexicon, an inherently di-
achronic system. As such, large ontologies can only hope
to capture a salient selection of the concepts that should
be represented. For WordNet, the selection criterion is de-
termined by conventional word usage, but many concepts
that can profitably be represented are omitted. These omis-
sions lead to holes and asymmetries in the ontology that
can significantly mislead automated reasoning systems that
are sensitive to the organization of the ontology, e.g., in
performing text categorization or in calculating inter-word
similarity measures.

Fortunately, the concepts that are explicitly ontologized
can serve as a guide to many of the concepts that are omit-
ted. In this paper, we present a model of exploratory cre-
ativity that uses the existing WordNet ontology as a basis
for inducing the concepts that WordNet appears to lack and
which should profitably be added. In the first phase of dis-
covery, the compound concepts of the existing lexical on-
tology are analysed and deconstructed, to yield a vocab-
ulary of atomic elements from which new concepts can be
constructed. In itself, this vocabulary defines an excessively
large space to explore without explicit signposts. So in the
second phase of discovery, a simple grammar is also ex-
tracted from the existing ontology, to identify a sweet-spot
in the space of possible concepts that can feasibly be ex-
plored. In the third phase, new compound concepts are
generated by applying the grammar to the vocabulary. In
the fourth and final phase, each new concept is validated to
ensure ontological utility, whereby those of value are added
to the ontology and those without value are rejected.

Naturally, the value of an ontology like WordNet is
significantly compromised if nonsense concepts are intro-
duced. The validation phase is thus the most crucial of the
entire discovery process and the one deserving of the most
computational resources. In this paper we describe two
complementary validation procedures. The internal valida-
tion process attempts to situate a novel concept within the

ontology using existing concepts as a guide, for if read ap-
propriately, the existing ontology can be highly suggestive
of the holes that need to be filled. In contrast, the external
validation process uses the World Wide Web as a repository
of previously lexicalized concepts that can be queried using
an Internet search engine1. Internal validation measures
the contribution a new concept makes to the organization
of the ontology by increasing the accessibility of existing
concepts, while external validation measures the necessity
of a new entry to the ontology based on its use in the wider
language community of the WWW. As one might expect,
many concepts that cannot be validated internally can be
validated by recourse to the vastness of the WWW. In cre-
ativity terms as defined by Margaret Boden (Boden, 1990),
such concepts are merely P-creative, demonstrating psy-
chological novelty only in the narrow sense of being new
to the ontology itself. More interesting, however, is the re-
alization that some concepts that can be validated internally
cannot be validated externally. These concepts deserve to
be dubbed H-creative, demonstrating a historical original-
ity that suggests ontologies like WordNet can sensibly be
used as the basis of creative linguistic systems.

This paper will report a detailed empirical analysis of
our experiments with concept creation in WordNet2, with
pointers to the applicability of these ideas to text-based ap-
plications like information retrieval.

2. Concept Creation
The creation and interpretation of compounds has been

a focal topic of study in cognitive science and artificial
intelligence. Several decades of research have been de-
voted to the study of nominal compounds, however Lynott
and Keane (Lynott and Keane, 2003) point out that much
of this research has addressed the comprehension of com-
pounds leaving the creation somewhat overlooked. Despite
this trend, some research regarding compound generation
has been conducted (see (Lynott and Keane, 2003; Pereira,
2003)).

Lynott and Keane put forward a model for compound

1In the experiments reported in this paper we use the AltaVista
search engine — http://www.altavista.com

2In the experiments reported in this paper we use WordNet 1.6



production based on object descriptions, a model that mim-
ics the process of nominalization described by Vendler
(Vendler, 1967). According to them this process can be
automated by”finding the minimal subset of terms whose
meaning will accurately and unambiguously convey the
given meaning.”. So for example, if the given descriptions
are:

1. A wine that is made from grapes and contains alcohol.

2. A wine that is made from apricots and contains alco-
hol.

then for (1) the unique wordwinewill suffice to convey the
intended meaning, on the other hand for (2), an extra word
is needed yieldingapricot wine. In the above computations
several types of knowledge are used that allow us to con-
sider the above subsets as reasonable indexes of the overall
description. Lynott identifies three knowledge types that
are likely to be relevant:

• pragmatic knowledge.

• world knowledge.

• syntactic knowledge.

The experiments conducted by his research examined the
effects of world and syntactic knowledge in the process of
compound production by human participants.

Our research on concept generation differs from that of
Lynott in the sense that we are not interested in investigat-
ing what types of knowledge are involved in the process of
concept production, but on reusing the implicit knowledge
already contained in existing concepts and in WordNet as a
whole. Hence known compounds (contained in WordNet)
are used to create novel and meaningful compound con-
cepts. The plausibility of each compound is then evaluated
internally through the use of the WordNet taxonomy, or ex-
ternally through the use of a web search engine.

3. A Model for Concept Creation
The system first starts out by obtaining all clusters of

existing compounds from WordNet. In this context a clus-
ter of existing compounds is a group of compounds that
are hyponyms of the same concept and that share the same
head. Formally, such a cluster may be defined as:

C = {M1H, ..,MnH | ∀i, j ∈ {1..n} (1)

MiH ISA Hypernym ∧

MjH ISA Hypernym ∧

Mi 6= Mj if i 6= j}

In definition 1,M andH denote the modifier and head of
a compound, respectively. So if the compound is”monkey
bread” then according to the above definition we have that
Mi = monkey, H = breadandHypernym= edible fruit. An
example of such a cluster is<<snake god, sun god, earth
god, war god, sea god>>3 which are all hyponyms ofdeity
and all share the common headgod.

3We use the double angle bracket notation to avoid confusion
with the synset representation of WordNet which employs curly
brackets.

After obtaining the clusters the system detects intersec-
tions between the modifiers of the compounds of each clus-
ter. Consider the cluster<<rain dance, sun dance, ghost
dance, war dance, snake dance>> in which the elements
are all hyponyms ofritual dancing and thedeity cluster
presented in the preceding paragraph. As can be observed,
some elements of both clusters share common modifiers,
such assun, war and snake. These elements constitute
the Modifier Intersection Set (MIS) for the given clusters.
Formally we have;

MIS = MS1 ∩MS2 (2)

whereMS1 andMS2 represent the Modifier Set (MS) of
each clusterC1 andC2, respectively.

After discovering theMIS for all pairs of clusters the
system may speculate about the existence of new com-
pound concepts. Returning to thedeity and ritual danc-
ing clusters, the system would suggest the creation ofearth
danceandsea danceas hyponyms ofritual dancing; and
rain god andghost godas hyponyms ofdeity. Thus, we
say that ifC1 is a cluster of compounds that share the head
H1 with a modifier setMS1 andC2 is a cluster of com-
pounds that share the headH2 with a modifier setMS2

and if theMIS betweenC1 andC2 is non-empty then the
setMS1 −MIS may be used to differentiateH2 and the
setMS2 −MIS to differentiateH1. Hence, speculation
is constrained to the extracted grammar allowing efficient
exploration of the search space.

4. Validation Phase
Subsequently to the actual creation process is the val-

idation phase, where the plausibility of the concept is de-
termined. Here we try to determine if the newly generated
concept is reasonable and sensible either by using the tax-
onomic structure of WordNet (internal validation) or from
information available on the internet (external validation)
through AltaVista.

Internal validation requires evidence from the taxo-
nomic structure that the head of the created compound may
be sensibly modified with a particular word. The evidence
is determined by looking at all hyponyms of the head and
checking if their glosses explicitly refer to the modifier, a
technique much in the same vein as the one used in (Veale,
2003). If such a concept is found then it is reasonable to
accept the new concept, otherwise it is rejected. Revisiting
our example, consider the conceptrain god. This concept
is internally validated by WordNet because we can find at
least one hyponym concept ofgod (the head of the com-
pound) that mentionsrain. In this particular case we actu-
ally find 3 concepts:

1. rain giver — an epithet for Jupiter.

2. thor — (Norse mythology) god of thunder and rain and
farming.

3. parjanya — god of rain.

Thus, by observing the definitions of these concepts it
seems reasonable to considerrain god as meaningful. It
should be noted thatrain god can be introduced into the



taxonomy as a hypernym for the concepts that hold the re-
quired evidence (rain giver, thor, parjanya).

Unfortunately, the WordNet glosses do not always hold
the required evidence. In order to overcome this difficulty
the internet is also used. Previous research, conducted by
Keller and Lapata (Keller and Lapata, 2003), has shown
that the number of results obtained for a compound query
(e.g. noun-noun compound) reliably predict human plau-
sibility judgments. We assume that a compound concept
is validated if a query representing that concept when sent
to AltaVista returns more then 10 hits from distinct sites.
(Note that queries are for exact matches, which means that
the compound concept must be enclosed between quota-
tion marks.) The assumption here is that if a bigram can
be found at least ten times in different and unrelated docu-
ments then it can be considered meaningful. Take the gen-
erated conceptsea dance; at the time of writing of this pa-
per AltaVista finds 721 documents containing the specified
bigram which strongly suggests its significance. Neverthe-
less, using the internal validation scheme presented above,
its validity is not determined.

In the realm of creativity, and considering Margaret Bo-
dens’ view, we argue that concepts that are validated in-
ternally and that are not found on the web correspond to
H-creative concepts. An example of such a concept iscra-
nial vein; the result of an internet query does not assure the
plausibility (in terms of the number of results) of the new
concept, however this term is validated internally when we
consider the conceptdiploic veinwhich is defined as”one
of the veins serving the spongy part of the cranial bones”.
If one were to analyze this gloss in the light of theminimal
subsetdefinition of Lynott and Keane, it can be argued that
cranial veinis indeed a good representative of the intended
meaning. When candidate concepts are validated using the
web we must consider the concepts as P-creative, indepen-
dently of the internal validation result.

5. Empirical Studies
In order to evaluate the creative potential of our system

several experiments were conducted. The focus of these
initial experiments is to understand how the size ofMIS
between two clusters influences the quality of the gener-
ated concepts. Therefore we separate the new concepts into
eight groups, the group in which a concept is placed de-
pends on the size of theMIS that generated that concept.
Revisiting the example of the previous section, the size of
theMIS between thedeitycluster and theritual dancing
cluster is 3, hence all concepts generated due to these clus-
ters will belong to group 3. After allocating all concepts
to their respective group we evaluate there creativity based
on the two validation schemes presented earlier. All gener-
ated concepts that were found to already exist in WordNet
were immediately discarded and not considered in the vali-
dation process. It should also be noted that some concepts
are generated more than once, thus one concept can have
more than oneMIS associated, in these cases we allocate
it to the smallestMIS. Our results are presented in table
1.

Table 1 in addition to showing the number of generated
concepts and the percentage considered P-Creative or H-

Creative, we also calculate the percentage of synonyms and
the percentage of concepts that were not validated, neither
by internal nor external validation. We consider synonyms
to be concepts that already exist in WordNet but with a dif-
ferent morphological representation4. Wordnet usually rep-
resents its compound concepts by placing an underscore ()
between the modifier and head (e.g.monkeybread), but
this representation is not consistent throughout the ontol-
ogy, so care must be taken in order not to mistake some of
the generated concepts as novel. For example, our system
generates the compoundbull dog but since the wordbull-
dogalready exists we considerbull doga synonym.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Observing the data presented in table 1 we see that the

size of theMIS influences the number of generated con-
cepts. This seems sound, since the larger theMIS the
more restrictive the grammar becomes, thus loosing gener-
ative potential. This initial study shows that the proposed
algorithm for compound concept generation performs rea-
sonably well, with an average of 42.49%5 of the gener-
ated compounds being meaningful (either H-Creative, P-
Creative or Synonymous). As expected, H-Creative con-
cepts represent a very small portion of the generated con-
cepts, but since the plausibility of these concepts can be
explained by our system, and not by an Internet Query we
find the results very appealing.

We feel that such a technique may be amenable to Infor-
mation Retrieval systems that make use of query expansion.
A user’s query may be expanded with concepts, that other-
wise wouldn’t be considered (due to their rare occurrence)
using statistical algorithms. This technique may be used to
complement existing Query Expansion strategies boosting
recall without diminishing precision.

Future work will consist of improving the validation
techniques in order to find relevant concepts (that can be
sanely justified by a computational knowledge driven in-
ference) that are at the moment being classified as indeter-
mined. Another aspect that will deserve our attention is the
identification of other compounds, during external valida-
tion, that do not exist in WordNet but since they appear in
a known context can be used to augment it in a profitable
manner.
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